ANTI-TIP KIT (FOR EACH UPRIGHT)

Mounting to masonry wall:
Drill a 3/16” diameter hole at the mark. Insert wall anchor into hole and pound flush with a hammer. Move uprights back to final location by aligning the bracket hole and anchor. Attach using 1 small screw. Discard toggle bolt as it is not necessary.

Mounting to drywall:
Step A: Drill a 5/8” diameter hole at the mark. Locate toggle bolt. Toggle bolt consists of a screw and the toggle wings. Unscrew these two parts, put screw through bracket hole and reattach toggle wings with a few turns of the screw.
Step B: Move uprights back to final location. Fold toggle wings and insert into hole. Toggle wings will unfold inside hole. Tighten toggle screw while pulling firmly toward you. Discard anchor and small screw as they are necessary.